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I AEC • Foreword

I am pleased to Introduce the 1994 Annual Report of the

Israel Atomic Energy Commission. After 35 years of

uninterrupted publication we have decided to change the formal

and style of the report and adapt it to the needs and practices of

the "information highway" era.

Most of the material contained in our report is published in

international journals and conference proceedings; abstracts or

even complete papers arc readily and almost immediately

available to all interested readers.

We therefore elected to include in the annual report only a

bibliographic list of individual research papers and reports and to

illustrate our work and progress by a number of representative in-

depth papers on specific topics of current interest.

This year's presentations include an application of the

experience in transport theory gained in nuclear reactor studies to

the seemingly unrelated topic of crack propagation in solids, the

development of advanced collectors for large scale, high

temperature solar energy utilization, a demonstration of

innovative techniques, based on resonant gamma ray absorption,

for the detection of contraband (drugs and explosives) in luggage

and cargo, and two examples of state-of-the-art radiation

monitoring equipment that have reached a commercial

implementation stage. As part of our policy, all entries represent

applied research and development.

I would like to express a personal tribute to the memory of

my senior colleague and mentor, the late Shalheveth Freier. His

loss is deeply felt by the entire Israel AEC community.

foreword

Gideon Frank
Director General

Israel AEC

Finally. 1 would like to congratulate the staff of the IAEC

laboratories on their efforts and wish them another fruitful and

productive year.
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IAEC - Shalhcvcth h'rcicr • In his memory

Sfialfitvetfi
Jreier

In fits
memory

I. Lederman

It is difficult to accept that Shalhcvcth has already

been gone for almost a year. It is difficult for his family, for

his colleagues, for his friends and for many people who had

the privilege to know him and to work with him. It is a huge

loss to the State of Israel which significantly benefited from

Shalhcvcth's lifelong activities and endeavors in many fields.

Shalhcvcth was s special person, with an unusual

career and a wide range of capabilities and interests in the

sciences, humanities and art. He is to be remembered as one

of the rare giants that shaped in many aspects the evolving

young State of Israel on the one hand and the lives and

attitudes of a wide range of people that came to know him, on

the other.

Bom in Germany in 1920, where he received his early

education, he was forced to escape from the Nazi oppression

to England where he completed his high-school studies.

He immigrated then to Palestine in 1940, where he

managed one year of studies at the Hebrew University in

Jerusalem, before volunteering to the British Army, in which

he spent the war years, including the battles of North Africa

and Italy. During his stay in Italy he became one of the

prominent organizers and commanders of the illegal

immigration of Jews to Palestine (1943-1946).

During the Israeli War of Independence Shalhcvcth

became Head of a Special Intelligence unit.
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IAEC - Shalhevcth Freler - In hix memory

In the Mid-Fifties he served as the scientific counsellor

at the Embassy of Israel.in Paris.

In 1967, after completing his M.Sc. degree in physics,

he was nominated the Vice President of the Wcizmann

Institute of Science, where, inter alia, he initiated and

implemented the idea of industrial parks adjacent to

institutions of higher education.

In 1970 Shalhcvcth became the Director of the Sorcq

Nuclear Research Center; shortly thereafter he was appointed

to the position of Director General of the Israel Atomic

Energy Commission (between 1971-1976). He also chaired

the Presidential Committee on Science Policy. In these and

other posts he exerted much influence on Israel's science

policy.

From the Mid-Eighties until the very end, Shalhcvcth

continued to serve his country as a representative of the Israel

Atomic Energy Commission participating in the annual

meetings of the UN General Assembly - the First Committee,

as a member of the Israeli delegation to the UN. His charm,

wisdom, wit and strong personality have helped there, as

everywhere to bring about a real change of attitude towards

Israel, shared by many delegations. It is perhaps symbolic

that Shalhcveth's sudden death occurred on 27 November

1994, only one week after returning from a successful

mission to the UN, where he succeeded to induce feelings of

trust even in political opponents.

Shalhcvcth was deeply involved with Pugwash. For

many years he had been a member of the Pugwash Council

(1977-1992) and the Chairman of the Israeli Pugwash Group.
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IAEC - Shalhevelh Freler - In his memory

His many friends and colleagues from Pugwash noted with

appreciation his substantive contribution in over 40 Pugwash

meetings as well as in the organization of Pugwash.

As an outstanding Israeli scientist, elder statesman and

sage, Shalhcvcth was invited by many governments,

international organizations and research institutions, to

participate in seminars, symposia and workshops. His

authoritative views and writings on Nuclear Weapon Free

Zones in general and in the Middle East in particular

triggered many such invitations from all over the world.

Shalhcveth's legacy on this issue can be stated most

eloquently in his own words:

"Israel's non-proliferation policy is based on the

establishment of a NWFZ in the Middle East, arrived at on

the initiative of the states in the region, by direct

negotiation, and verifiable by mutual inspection.

The extent of the region would include all states

which have a legacy of hostility towards Israel, both states

which participate in the peace negotiations and states which

at the present still deny Israel any legitimacy.

The establishment of a credible NWFZ is predicated -

from Israel's point of view-on solid peace, and the willing

acceptance of all states of the region to settle differences

peacefully.

The negotiation of a NWFZ should take place within

the framework of the peace negotiations, and not divorced

from them. It is the comprehensive approach of these

IAEC - Annual Report 1994



IAEC • Shalhevcth Freier - In his memory

negotiations, and the recognition that no Issue can be

settled in isolation, which has yielded such progress, as has

been made In recent years.

There Is a necessary sequence of confidence building

measures which need be followed. They Include measures,

which In the first Instance do not encroach on the national

security of the negotiating partners and can be established

on a bilateral and multilateral basis. These are at the

moment being negotiated In the Arms Control and Regional

Security (ACRS) talks. Once agreed, they have to be tested

over time in order to confer confidence. Confidence-

building measures of a more pervasive nature - and

certainly arms control - require that all states of the region

abjure war In settling conflict and participate in the

negotiations, followed by a proven and durable peace

among the states of the region and peace relations among

the peoples of the region. Such peace is, of course,

contingent primarily on political accommodation. A NWFZ

will be negotiated and established once peace is sealed and

secured and there is no risk of war".

We shall all miss Shalheveth Freier. We may find some

consolation in the heritage of concepts, ideas and principles

he left us and in our warm memories of him, as a mentor, a

friend and, above all, a human being.

IAEC - Annual Report 1994



IAF.C - Transport Treatment Of Crack Population

Transport
Treatment Of

Cract
Population:

Self-Similarity
And (Damage
Seating Law

M. Lemanska
and Z.Jaeger

Summary

A self-similarity problem arising from our previous

work on damage behavior is treated here by a non-linear

integro-differential transport equation for spherical geometry.

New cracks are created by an outgoing pressure wave

originating in a spherical bore-hole and returning to the center

after reflection at the outer boundary. Spherical samples of

geometrical similarity are formed by the radius extension or

contraction. It is found, that the change of the length and of

the time by the same factor is a necessary and sufficient

condition for self-similarity phenomenon. As a consequence,

the pressure wave velocity, the crack velocity and the local

pressure are invariant, in good agreement with the results of

refs. [2,7]. A simple, hitherto unknown scaling law for the

damage is found.

Notation

to mean crack length.

Ro radius of spherical sample (in l0 unit).

ao radius of detonation source (in lounit).

00 amplitude of detonation pressure (positive) assumed to be

unity.

01 i - c.t threshold pressure for crack growth in

compression or tensile .tress respectively (in Oo unit).

tp stress pulse time.

vp pulse ware velocity.

V(O crack tip velocity, f is the crack length.

1AEC - Annual Report 1994
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I ABC - Transport Treatment Of Crack Population

wp width of the pressure pulse (in to unit).

71 crack activation rate coefficient (i - c,t).

Xi crack growth rate coefficient (i - c,t).

5 medium dependent attenuation factor.

7otRo<ao»ip,Vp,V(7),Wp are related to a sample of

geometrical similarity.

In Part II of our previous work0' the crack

population was treated by a non-linear integro-differential

equation for spherical medium of radius Ro, with a concentric

spherical detonation source of radius a* A damage caused by

an outgoing pressure wave, which is moving from r - ao to the

outer boundary and is reflected inwards to the center, was

numerically computed.

During this work the following problems arose. Let the

radius Ro and ao vary, while the ratio R</ao is kept fixed. Is

there any relation between the damages induced in these

samples? Is this problem a self-similar one?

The dimensional analysis of our damage model,

described in Sec. II, suggests an application of a homothetic

transformation0' in order to find an answer to these questions.

A homothetic transformation determines an extension,

contraction and may be written in the form<4A":

/. Introduction

(0

where xt denotes both the independent and the dependent

variables of the equation of interest. Eq. (I) expresses a

reseating of the variables. The formal invariance (the equation

IAEC - Annual Report 1994



IAEC - "Transport Trtatment Of Crack Population

for xi and for xt are exactly the same) produces relations

between the exponent* f,\{**A1\

This procedure is often used(3^'SA7' for non-linear

partial differential equations. But as far as is known, it is

applied the first time here to the non-linear integro-

differential transport equation.

In Sec. Ill, the transformation (1) is introduced into

Eq. (2) and the relations between Pi are found. The formal

invariance of Eq. (2) requires, that 0 for the dimensional

length and for the time should be the same. It is deduced

from this condition that the shock wave velocity, the crack

velocity and the local pressure are invariant. These results

are also obtained in refs. [2,7], where the hydrodynamic

equations were considered Our main result is the damage

scaling law found in Sec. Ill, which hitherto was unknown.

Graphs obtained with (he help of numerical computations,

which illustrate this scaling law, are presented in Sec. IV.

In Sec. V our results and their application to other cases

are discussed.

II. The Physical Model

Fig. I: A spherical sample cfmUtu

k, with a concentric spherical

banhole ofrodims a.

IAEC- Annual Report 1994
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IAEC • Transport Treatment Of Crack Population

The outgoing pressure wave, which propagates into the

solid material with velocity Vp, is of length wp t0 of strength

ooo and duration Tp, where o\> is the amplitude unit and Tp is

the time unit. In the sections below the units lo*Tpand <*> will

be omitted.

In the numerical computations performed here, the

pressure wave takes a specific form, i.e. a rectangular shape.

(See Sec. IV), However, the condition required for self-

similarily are independent of the pulse shape.

Let r be the crack-tip position, I its long dimension,

V ( O the crack velocity postulated to be isotropic and

constant, (the maximal crack velocity is approximately 0.4 of

the sound velocity in the solid) and u, the cosinus of the

angle betaween the crack and radius r . The non-linear

transport equation for crack-tips motion is in spherical

symmetry:

dr r d\i

ltr,t,C.C')dl''+

(2)

where C(r,l,t,u.) dr dt du, is the number of crack-tips in

the ranges (r + dr, r). (t + d/)«(M + du, u) at time t.

(3)

is the number of crack-lips in ranges (r + dr, r), (t • dt, t) at
timet.

The source term P determines the generation of new cracks.

P(r .M) = Yjl

1AEC • Annual Report 1994
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1AEC - Annual Report 1994
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where yt are crack activation - rate coefficient)! (i - c, »),

Oils a threshold pressure for crock growth. Both are

dependent on the stress type.

The pressure ftinctlon o(r,t)

o(r,0-o'F(M) (5)

where o' - a,, a, for a compression and tensile

pressure respectively. The function F determines the

attenuation process in terms of the path integral of the local

damage D(r,t).

F(r,t)»— exp (6)

The damage at point r and time t is defined by

' T
(7)

and the medium dependent attenuation factor.

u -« (8)

where S is a medium dependent constant parameter.

The aotfterlog term is of the form



IAEC - Transport Treatment Of Crack Population

(9)

• /
0 0

'oj ]c(rX (10)

The initial crack distribution is assumed to be uniform in the

medium and is given as a function of crack length /:

(11)

Eqs. (7) and (11) give the initial damage

D(r.0) = D0(r)--7-

(12)

According to Eqs. (5) and (6). the boundary condition at the

interface, r - a* is:

(13)

and on the external surface, r - R*

(14)

IAEC - Annual Report 1994
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IAEC • Transport Treatment Of Crack Population

111. Application of
Homotetic
Transformation.
Scaling Laws

because at the point r - R<> the tensile and the compressure

wave differ only in sign. Hence, on the outer boundary the

damage is always equal to the initial one.

Let us consider the sample depicted in Fig. 1 and a

press jre wave acting on It. A new sample of the same

material having geometrical similarity is obtained by an

extension as a contraction of the radius /^(/? —» Ro). Our

aim is to establish relations between the crack distributions

and damages induced in these samples.

loand tp (two fundamental unite of our physical model)

and the function C are defined in Sec. II. The following

transformation is suggested*

(15.1)

=aTt (15.2)

C - a ' - C

Eqs. (15) imply

(15.3)

(16.1)

(16.2)

(16.3)

IAEC - Annual Report 1994
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IAEC - Transport Treatment Of Crack Population

Now let us find the strength of a new pulse. Because (he

ambient conditions remain unchanged, the pressure function

should fulfill the following relation

(17)

Eqs. (13) and (17) give O *(/) = 0 *(t)ao I a0, or using Eq.

(15.1)

(18)

In other words, the amplitude of the incoming pressure

wave is changed by the same factor as the length (ix., like the

radius ao).

For the attenuation factor Deo appearing in Eq. (6),

we get

(19)

Next, the transformation (IS) will be introduced into the

transport equation (2). With the help of a little algebra the

following relations are obtained. The derivative in time is

changed by a'^and the ones in r and ji by a'"*.

From the required formal invariance, we obtain

Y - P (20)

In other words, as a consequence of self similarity, the

scaling factors for the length and the time must be the same.

This result is noted by H.W. HUler [2] as the principle of

similarity. It is also obtained by Cole (2) and King [7]. The

following relations are concluded from (20).

IAEC - Annual Report 1994
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Wp/wp=Xp/Tp (21.1)

w c / w c = w , / w , = T C / T C = T t / T , (21.2)

The subscripts c, t denote the compression and tensile

part of the pressure wave, respectively (Fig. 2) An additional

outcome is the invariance of the velocities:

v p • vp and V ( 0 • V ( 0 (21.3)

Relation (20) is therefore decisive for the validity of

self-similarity.

From Eqs. (4) and (20) it follows that the transformed

source term includes a factor a*. We remember that O{ of

Eq. (4) is a constant. Hence, it may be concluded that the

local pressure function o(r,t) is invariant under these

conditions.

(22)

Identical results were obtained from the principle of

similarity by Cole [2] and by King [7). Moreover, by

comparing the factor of"** (see discussion following Eq. 19)

with the one mentioned above a2*, we get

T1--P (23)

It is noteworthy that the condition (23) is sufficient for

the validity of equation (22). Also, from the relations (15),

(18). (20), (21). (22).(23) it follows that each term of the

transport equation (2) is changed by the factor a2*.

1AEC - Annual Report 1994
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Eq. (23) determines the relation between (he crack

distributions induced in samples of geometrical similarity.

Becasue p" is arbitrary, we replace apby a. Also, we have

c=cr'c (24)

and with the help of Eq. (7) we obtain

and so from the above relations we get

(25)

-— - - —11/3

(26)

A similar result for the total yield

— = - = I — was obtained by King [7]. It should be noted
r t \W)
that the process of creating a damage involves a change in the

internal and kinetic energy.

To illustrate the above results the damage was computed

for five spherical samples of geometrical similarity. The radia

Ro and a* the scaling factor a and the strength of the pressure

are given in Table I. The outgoing pressure wave consists of a

compressive rectangular part (c, positive) and a tensile (t,

negative) one, as it is shown in Fig. 2. It expands from r - ao

to the boundary r - Ro. and then is reflected backward to the

center.

IV. Numerical

Illustrations

IAEC - Annual Report 1994
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Fiji. 2 The pressure wave, a, and
O, are the strengths of the
compressive and tensile
pressure, respectively. wc,
w,, are their length and tr,
Xi, duration time,
respectively. Also wt + w,
» wP, Tr + t, • V In our
computation wjw, • xjx, •
119. w,

Table I: Choice of Parameters in
the Computation

Ro

5.0

7.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

ao

0.5

0.7

0.4

0.3

0.2

a

1.0

1.4

0.8

0.6

0.4

oc

10.0

14.0

8.0

6.0

4.0

ot

0.01

0.014

0.008

0.006

0.004

In the computation O\ (threshold pressure) is kept

fixed and equal to 0.1 and 0.005 for the compression and

tensile wave respectively. Y - 1 0 « 7 5 ° anA Xi - 1.0 (i -

c.t) for all cases of Table 1. The damage calculated for

the attenuation factor 5 - 15.0 is plotted in Fig. 3 and for 5

- 0.8 in Fig. 4, and the crack distribution in Fig. 5.

1AEC - Annual Report 1994
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0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0
r(ln/0)

Fig. 3 Damage calculated with

the parameters defined

In Table I for

attenuation factor 8 •

15.0.

0 0.5 t.O 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6 3 7.0

Fig. 4 As in Fig. 3 for 5 - 0.8.

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0

Fig. 5 Final radial crack

distribution for three

samples, Ro = 7.0, 5.0,

4.0. defined in Table I

and for 5 » 0.8.

IAEC - Annual Report 1994
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Fig. 6 Damage for the model
discussed in Sec. V(ii). The
term llr is replaced by llr*
in Eq. (6). Two samples
defined In Table I, Ro •
5.0.3.0, were computed for
5 - 0.8.

To illustrate the conclusion (ii) of Sec. V, we consider

two examples taken from Table 1, namely Ro - 5.0 and 3.0.

In Eq. (6) the term 1/r is replaced by the 1/r2. The parameter

S is equal to 0.8. Other parameters have the values as above.

The computed damage is drawn in Pig. 6. Pig. 7 is related to

the conclusion (iii) of the next section. Because of the

detonation point source, the term 1/r in Eq. (6) is discarded.

The damage for two samples of Ro-5.0 and 3.0 are computed

and presented in Pig. 7. For this case the rectangular

pressure wave consists only of a compresive one with

o*-10.0, and 6-0.8.

Fig. 7 Damage for the point
detonation source discussed
in Sec. V(iii). Two samples
of Table I, {Ro* 5.0, 3.0)
were computed far 5 - O.8.

IAEC - Annual Report i 994
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The results presented in Sec. HI are in good agreement

with the ones given by Cole [2] and King [7], though they

have been obtained with a different method.

V. Discussion and
Conclusions

The partial differential equations considered in their

works are based on the conservation laws of mass,

momentum and energy. The viscosity, heat conduction,

gravity and material strength are ignored. The Rankine-

Hugoniot equations for the shock wave front are used as well

as the hydrodynamic conservation equations at the points

behind the wave front. Cole [2] has examined the principle of

similarity by introducing into these equations the same scale

for the dimension length and the time. King [7] sought the

similarity conditions by the formal invariance of the

hydrodynamic equations under the transformation (1). They

have found that the scaling factor for the length and time

should be the same and, consequently, the wave and medium

velocities and the local pressure invariant, which accords with

the principle of similarity [2].

The nonlinear transport equation considered in this

work differs indeed from the equation of refs. [2,7].

Proceeding from the integro-differential form, it describes the

space and time behavior of the crack population and damage

caused by a pressure wave, as it is written down in the

previous sections. The local pressure o{r,t) is related to the

created damage by Eqs. (5) and (6) and to the generation of

new cracks and to the crack elongation process by Eqs. (4)

and (9). In this manner our model involves the material

strength. In order to find the similarity conditions, the

transformation (IS) was introduced into Eq. (2) and the

formal invariance was required Our result (Eq. (20))

regarding the scaling factor for the dimensional length and

IAEC - Annual Report 1994
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time is identical with the ones of rcfs. [2,7]. Consequently,

we have obtained that the wave velocity Vp, the crack velocity

V(l) and the local pressure o(r,t) are invariant. This confirms

the validity and usefulness of our physical model. It should

be noted that the relation (26) complements this conclusion.

The scale factors for the created cracks and damage are

important results of this work (Eqs. (24) and (25)). It should

be especially emphasized that they were previously unknown.

If Ro I a0 = Ro I do = <X is assumed, it follows

from Sec. HI, that the relation (20) is the necessary condition

for the self-similarity phenomenon. Introducing IQ = 0tl0

and Tp = a x p into Eq. (2), it is easy to show that this

condition is also sufficient. The assumption of the

geometrical similarity is a crucial point, which brings out that

the wave length is changed by the same factor a as the radius

&o thus asserting the invariant local pressure. [See Eqs. (18),

(21) and (22)].

From this work the following conclusions can be

drawn which generalize our results, (i) The above results

may be applied to the case of an infinite medium, i.e., if

R o —»oo and ao = aa0 according to the scaled units

lo = a / 0 , x > =axp, then Eqs. (24) and (25) are valid and

the extent of the inner damage zone is changed by the factor

a. (ii) If in Eq. (6) the term 1/r is replaced by a general one

l/r", p£0, Eq. (18) becomes o * = a * * O * and all other

equations and relations of Sec. Ill are valid. Note, the wave

profile is invariant only in the case of p - I, because then the

wave length and the amplitude are changed by the same

factor a. (iii) The results obtained in this work may be

IAEC - Annual Report 1994
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applied also to a very important case of an point source.

Here ao - 0 and therefore the term 1/r in Eq. (6) must be

discarded. In this case o*=O* and w r = a w p . (iv)

Note, that results of this work can also be applied to an

infinite cylinder and to 2D and 3D geometries.

Finally, it is desirable that the scaling laws developed

in this work should be tested experimrntally on samples of

differing sizes containing different charges and of different

times.

Should these scaling laws be confirmed, then that

would represent an indirect but persuasive indication of the

correctness of the transport approach on which this work is

based.

IAEC - Annual Report 1994
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Solar energy has received much interest in recent years,

being a clean (free of pollution or other environmental damage)

and inexhaustible energy source. It is also considered safer than

some other nonconventional energy sources (like nuclear

energy). The interest in solar energy is motivated mainly by the

growing awareness of the environmental problems associated

with the use of conventional fuels.

However, solar energy may become a serious alternative

only if it can be used efficiently in major energy consuming

industries (like the chemical industry), or be used for electricity

generation. Those facilities are nowadays solely dependent on

fossil fuels as die prime source of energy.

The solar energy, reaching the earth in the form of

radiation, can be utilized either by direct quantum conversion

using photo-voltaic solar cells, or by converting the radiation

into thermal energy, to be used directly for heating, or to feed a

thermal to electric convening cycle. After three decades of

huge spending on the development of photo-voltaic systems

those devices are commercially competitive only on a very

small energy scale, while solar thermal commercial

applications are more attractive.

Prominent examples are the domestic heating water

receivers (direct thermal), and LUZ International electricity

generation plants which are currently operated on a commercial

basis, supplying 80 MWe per plant. Direct thermal exploitation

of solar energy is naturally more efficient than converting to

electricity, but is limited to specific applications and locations

especially since thermal storage at high temperature is not

commercially viable. Efficient electricity production at a

OMnpetitive price is clearly the biggest opportunity for solar

energy.

The
(Development

of a
Volumetric

Solar nUermal
%&ceiver

An Overview

D. Sagie

I. Introduction
/Background
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II. Solar thermal
electricity generation

Fig. I: A Solar-Fossil Combined
Cycle Scheme

The efficiency of any solar thermal electricity generation

plant depends on the efficiencies of energy collection,

convention from radiative to thermal, and conversion from

thermal to electrical energy. The last factor is governed by the

commercially available "power blocks" based on steam or gas

turbine. The efficiency of those is directly related to the inlet

temperature (a fraction of the maximum efficiency - Carnot

cycle). Steam power converting units are limited to inlet

temperatures of 55O°C, reaching typically 34% efficiency.

"Combined cycle" converting systems consist of a gas turbine

with on inlet temperature of up to 135O°C for the upper cycle,

and a steam turbine for the bottoming cycle (Fig. I). Such

modern systems are already approaching the 60% level of

efficiency.

The existing solar thermal electrical generation

technologies are inherently limited in their potential efficiency

due to their limited temperature. The only present commercial

technology, developed by LUZ, uses oil or water as the working
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fluid, and is hence limited to 35O°C for the operational plants.

The American technology. Intended to be demonstrated by

1998 in the Solar 2 project, uses molten salt as the sunlight

absorbing fluid and then uses a heat exchanger to generate

steam, at 55O°C at most. The existing technologies can

therefore support steam turbine only, with the corresponding

low efficiency.

LUZ technology utilizes parabolic trough reflectors (one

dimensional concentration) arranged in series. The heated fluid

has a long distance to (Tow before being used, leading to

compression and thermal losses. Solar tower is a promising

alternative technology overcoming the above mentioned

disadvantages of the trough technology. Here a central solar

receiver is stationed at the focus of an array of heliostats,

exposed to the concentrated solar radiation reflected from them.

The sunlight is concentrated in two dimensions and large

quantities of solar power (100 MW or more) can be harnessed

by a single unit.

Using secondary concentrators, concentration ratios of

2-10 thousands can be attained and therefore, a working

temperature in the range of 1200 - I500°C can be reached

efficiently in the receiver (fig. 2).

500 1000 '500 2000

TM.K

2500 3000

Fig. 2: "Fletcher Curves" -Heat
To Mechanical System
Efficiency for Various
Temperatures and
Concentrations
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Several experimental solar towers have been built in the last

three decades. The experience gained with them indicates that

the key component to the plant performance is the receiver, i.e.,

the unit which absorbs concentrated sunlight and conveys its

energy to a working fluid.

Various receivers have been proposed and were

developed over the last years; they can be classified in two

main (and diverse) groups:

Tubular receiver*:

Volumetric (Directly Irradiated)
receivers:

•The working fluid flows inside metal or ceramic tubes

whose outer surface absorbs the solar radiation. The tubes can

be arranged on a flat panel at the focal plane of the heliostats,

oi <de a cavity.

-The working fluid either absorbs the radiation directly,

or is in contact with a solid surface which absorbs the

radiation. The absorbing surface may be a stationary matrix or

moving particles. In some directly irradiated receivers the

absorbing matrix is exposed to the ambient, while others have a

window, which enables operation under elevated pressure, and

utilization of other working fluids besides air.

1AEC - Annual Report 1994
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The volumetric receivers have inherent advantage over

the tubularones by eliminating the thermal gradient over the

tube wall which is the limiting factor for the tubular receivers.

Thus, they are able to absorb higher solar fluxes, and operate

at higher temperatures. Moreover, volumetric receivers have

high local heat transfer rates, which, together with the flux

capability, result in compact and cheaper receivers.

Clearly, operation of the receiver under pressure is

imperative for practical utilization since the fluid has to be

expanded in the turbine at its nominal inlet pressure.
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Alternatively, the fluid has to be pumped through heat

exchanger with lower pressure drop, but loosing a few tens of

degrees in addition to high extra expenses.

The development of a dependable window for a

volumetric receiver, capable of sustaining high pressure and

temperature, has been highly desirable by many groups but yet

unsuccessful.

In the following we present a new program aimed at the

development of a volumetric solar receiver capable to absorb

very high solar flux efficiently, to heat air to the temperature

and pressure required to feed modern gas turbine plants. The

project is carried out by researchers and engineers at the

Nuclear Research Center - Ncgcv (NRCN) in collaboration

with scientists at the Wcizmann Institute of Science.

The commercial aspects of the program arc managed by

Rotcm Industries Ltd. for NRCN and by Ycda for the

Wcizmann Institute. Part of the CED calculation were carried

out at the Advanced Technologies Center in Tctncd Park.

A schematic view of the proposed receiver is presented

in figure 3.

///. The Porcupine
Receiver:

I

' W

Fig. 3: A Schematic Layout of the
"Porcupine " Reciever.
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The three main components
of the receiver are:

Sunlight reflected from the hcliostats field is further

concentrated by the secondary Nonlmaging Concentrator.then

enters the receiver aperture and is absorbed by the

"Purcupine" absorber. The energy is transferred to air

flowing across the receiver's pins. A secondary air jet cools

the quartz window before joining the main air stream. Heat

losses through the receiver's casing are minimized by passing

the air over the receiver's outer circumference before injecting

it into the receiver's chamber. Control of the temperature

distribution within the receiver, the air exit temperature and

the resulting thermal efficiency are obtained by manipulating

both the total mass flowrate of the gas and its distribution

between the inlets.

- 'Porcupine' type volumetiic absorber matrix.

- High pressure window.

- Integral secondary concentrator.

1. The'Porcupine'
Absorber: The "Porcupine" type absorber concept was developed

by the Weizmann Institute (Kami and Rubin, 1990&199I).

The basic idea is to absorb the solar light over the surface of

an array of pins or small tubes. The working fluid flows

across these tubes, which enhances the rate of convective heat

transfer from the absorber matrix to the fluid. The concept

was demonstrated by WIS at their "Solar Furnace" facility

(fig. 4), which, by a single heliostat that directs the light onto

a 7m diameter parabolic mirror, concentrates up to I2KW of

sunlight over an about 10cm diameter target.
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Concantrotor

Sunlight Riochtng "Tha Concantrato'
"(OuftrtTmft)

Pin/Tuba flfn Abiortwr (PTFA)

Cooling go I Inlat

fooling go* Inlat

irtz Ball Jar
Fig. 4: A Schematic View of the

"Solar Furnace" Facility

The experimental model (Fig. 5), subjected to a

Gaussian flux distribution, was used to demonstrate that by

careful design of the geometry of the tubes and of the flow

pattern across them, one can match the heat absorption and

transfer to obtain a very effective absorber. For this

symmetrical case the absorber was able to operate under up to

SMW/rn^ with 80% absorbing efficiency.

Mttttfr

i'.iui'.'.iiiuinuu'.iuiiiiuuiufir.uur.imr.
i iunr.uiiunimiuuuuunnur.HMv.il in i
'unr.umi'nuuuiuniuiuHnuuiv.iiuu

IM muinuv.it uu tinnr.uiuiiiir.il uiunu
uuuiiinuuiuiuuuin'.uunuHUiuinnu
uHuiu'.Hnr.i!Uiuuiiv.tinnuu'nnHuni

i n i i i i ' . u n i i n i i i i r . u i r n i i i m i n n
Figure 5a: A Device to Expose

Various Absorbers to
High Solar Flux
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Fig. 5b: Typical "Porcupine"
Absorbers for the Furnace
Gaussian Flux
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NRCN/WIS challenge in this project was to adapt the

concept to a much larger scale, and with a different, not

symmetric radiation flux distribution. Figures 6a and 6b show,

respectively, a single absorber block and a bunch of a few

blocks assembled together, as were developed during the

program. When all the blocks are assembled together, the

absorber has a Frustum shape (Fig.7), with the heat transfer

elements tilted toward the axis. The general air cooling flow

direction is across the tubes.

Fig. 6a: A Single Absorber
Block

Fig. 6b: A bunch of Absorber
Block Assembled
Together
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Fig. 7: The Complete Absorber
Assembly within the
Receiver Casing

The Porcupine absorber has

the following advantages: • The radiation can penetrate into it such that the

absorption process is spread over a large heat transfer area

for absorption and converting to the air.

•The energy transport along each pin and among

neighbouring pins is very good.

- It provides an effective convective cooling

mechanism.

• By changing the pins density, height, material, color

etc, one can effectively control heat absorption and transfer

balance.
• Every tube is free to strain(bend) by itseif.but the

assembly is free of thermal stresses.
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2. The window.

The high pressure window has a frustum-like shape (Fig.

8). The window is made of fused silica (fused quartz) and, at

the nominal operating conditions, supports a pressure of 15 to

30 atm at a temperature not to exceed 800°C. The two

functions of the window are to seperate the receiver cavity

from the ambient air allowing operation at high pressure, and

to admit the solar beam minimizing reflection losses of solar

radiation transmitted into the receiver. The window is cooled

by the working fluid before the latter reaches the absorber. An

additional gas jet cools the other side of the window and

removes the accumulating dust. Computations and tests show

that the window is capable of withstanding a pressure of over

50 atm, while, on the same principle a window can be designed

to sustain even a pressure of 200 atm. This is achieved by

assuring that tensile stresses do not develop at any possible

working condition, so that the window is subjected to

compression stresses only. The compression strength of fused

silica is about 23 times higher than its tensile strength and

about 2.5 times higher than the strength of carbon steel. The

design to assure compression stresses only over the window

includes, besides the frustum-like conical shape, also a unique

mounting design of the window.

Fig. 8: The Frustum Like High
Pressure Fused Silica
Window
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The window wider edge U freely supported over the

receiver casing frame, and is held in place by the pressure

difference that provides a positive force towards (he seal. The

windows other edge is free to move to eliminate any stresses

that might develop. The working fluid is sealed by a set of

bellows (Fig. 9).

Ray tracing optical calculations indicate that the

reflection losses of the window are only about 1%, since the

conical shape at the selected angle traps the incoming rays.

The window thickness is 2.25 mm for the present unit,

making energy loss due to sunlight absorption negligible.

Fig. 9: The Window FUsibtt Top
Support. Staling and
Coding
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The integral secondary concentrator if necessary to

ftirthcr concentrate the'sunlight coming from the hcliostats field

to get up to 10000 sun concentration required at the receiver

aperture. The actual optical element developed, combined

together the concentration and the receiver optical coupling

functions, to serve also aa a lightguide through the receiver

aperture, and light extractor within the receiver (Fig. 10).

3. The Secondary

Concentrator:

Fig. 10: The Secondary

Concentrator Optical

Coupling to the

Receiver

The secondary concentrator is based on Non-Imaging

Optics principles, and consists, essentially, of a Compound

Parabolic Concentrator (CPC), optically coupled to •

Dielectric Total Internal Reflection Concentrator (DTIRC).
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The CPC is nude out of 7 sections of double wall water cooled

aluminum alloy (Fig. 11). The three smaller sections are

diamond turned and front surface silver coated, with an

appropriate ceramic overcoating, for abrasion and oxidation

protection. The four bigger sections are lined with aluminum

panels protective silver coated as above.

Fig. II: The Reflective Compound
Parabolic Concentrator
(CPC)

RSJO*

Figures 12a and 12b are side and front views at the

CPC. In the latter the helkwtats in the field are seen reflected

by the internal wall reflecting panels.
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Fin. 12a: A Side View oj the
Concentrator

HR. 12b: Front View of the
Concentrator
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Figures 13a+13b present the optical coupling element,

made of fused silica. The light is concentrated in the DTIRC

section, then guided with minimal losses through the receiver

aperture, to be then extracted in a predesigned pattern within

the receiver absorption section. The light extraction from the

high index of the refraction medium (fused silica ; n-1.47)

into the receiver cavity, with minimal reflection losses

required a sophisticated optical design nicknamed "KohinOr"

for its pyramid shape.

The combined reflective/refractive design has the

following advantages over standard reflective-only CPC

design:

- Higher concentrations can be achieved at the

receiver's aperture.

-The distribution of the extracted light can be

determined by the design; most of the radiation impinges

directly on the absorber and the istribution of iu intensity can

be matched to the onvective cooling of the absorber.

* The concentrator's refractive pan, where the radiation

is most intense, requires relatively little cooling, since it

absorbs much less radiation than a comparable hollow CPC

with a reflective wall surface.

- The light extractor and the receiver's window create an

annular channel, which makes the convecthre cooling of the

window more effective.
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PgfObolfe Profit*

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13: The Fused-SUica Lens
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IV. Receiver Packaging:
The rest of the receiver design is a matter of practical

engineering . The casing (Pig. 14) ensures compatibility with

the high operating pressure while allowing introduction of

measurement devices, such as pressure gages, thermocouples,

etc. Convenient procedure for assembly and disassembly

during the R&D phase is essential, since the receiver should be

examined very frequently during the development phase to

check or replace versions of absorber matrices, or flow tubes.

The whole receiver unit is mounted to slide into the secondary

concentrator assembly with a tenth of a milimctcr accuracy to

achieve the desired optical performance, and to eliminate any

mechanical damage. The receiver-concentrator complex is built

for fine adjustment, with special features to enable optimal

alignment with the heliostat field (Fig. IS).

Fig. 14: An External View of the
Receiver
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Fig. 15: The Receiver I
Concentrator Complex
Assembly
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V. Flow field within thi
receiver. The air flow field within the receiver is shown

schematically in Figure 16. The air is split into main and

secondary streams. Each one serves to keep cool the

receiver's outer circumference before being injected into the

chamber, collecting a considerable amount of heat otherwise

being lost. The secondary air stream, after cooling the

backside of the receiver, is used to cool the quartz window.

Another air blow on the inner side of the window helps also

to keep the window below the allowed 800°C. The actual

receiver design with layout of the expected flow streams is

shown in Pig. 17.

Hot fluid
out

Fig. 16: Schematics of Air Streams
within the Receiver
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•COM" gm

'Hot' ",<«

RlnM gat

Cold «t»r

Fig. 17: Receiver Design with Air
Flow Directions and
Typical Working
Temperatures
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VI. Thermal and flow
calculations.

The main objectives of the

simulations are:

Analysis and simulation of the thermal field, flow

pattern and energy transport were initiated by the Weizmann

team for the absorber development. The interpretation and

expansion to the receiver geometry was performed by the CFD

team at Temed Industrial Park (Rotem Industries) led by the

above Weizmann team. Phase 1 of that assignment was

accomplished by 1993, and further development is carried out

by the Weizmann team. As demonstrated in Fig. 16 the basic

receiver design provides for relatively easy modification of the

flow pattern in the cavity. It is done by adjusting the location of

the inlet and exit of the working fluid, and the flow parameters

(velocity, flow rate.etc.) at the inlet and outlet.

- Analysis of experimental data and indication of means

to improve heat convection from the absorber to the working

fluid. The simulations are compared to experimental results

and are used to examine and modify the operating conditions of

the tests.

- Providing the primary design tool for scaling up of the

receiver. Simulations of various scaled up receiver models are

performed at different radiation input conditions. The receiver

geometry and the flow at the entrance and exit are then

adjusted to obtain the most effective conditions of energy

transport from the concentrated light entering the receiver to

the working fluid, while the quartz window is kept at the

permitted temperature.

The computational code includes: (i) Models for

hydrodynamics, heat convection and radiation transfer in the

absorber, (ii) Coupling of the inner receiver continuum models

to a statistical(Monte-Carlo) treatment of the external radiation
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Held; (iii) Incorporation of the models within the CFD code

PHOENICS

Examples of the computation results are shown in

Fig. 18a and 18b. Fig. 18a is a three dimensional simulation of a

10 kW experiment. The energy transport is strongly affected by

natural convection, much more than was expected when this

prototype was designed. Based on the simulation results the

asymmetric effect of natural convection was taken into account

in the design of the next generation SO kW receiver. Fig. 18b

demonstrates the results of the simulation for the scaled up

receiver model.

a

(b)

Fig. 18: Flow Simulations •

(a): A 10 kW Horizontal

Experiment

(b): A IMW Vertical Experiment
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VII. Experimental Results
The receiver solar experimentation is being conducted at

the Weizmann Institute Solar Facilities. Tests were conducted

at power levels of 10 and 50 kW. The lOkW tests were

performed at the "Solar Furnace", where the receiver was

oriented horizontally, i.e., perpendicular to the gravitational

field, and the working fluid was CO2. The SOkW tests are

performed at the "Solar Tower", where the receiver is oriented

downwards at 25° to the horizon, and the working fluid is air.

60 type B thermocouples (TCs) are installed in the Porcupine

absorber: 48 TCs are distributed around the absorber,

positioned at different points along the absorber pins; and 12

TC's are located in the support structure, about 1mm below its

hot side surface. 12 type K TCs are used to monitor the

temperature of the inlet gas and various receiver components. 2

other type B TCs measure the exit gas temperature. The

pressure and flow rates of the working fluid are also measured.

Figure 19 presents a typical temperature distribution in

the absorber during a solar tower test. The top, middle and

bottom of the legend refer to TC locations on the pin. L is the

distance from the receiver aperture to its back end; x/L is the

non-dimensional longitudinal location. The relatively low

temperature readings at x/L of 0.2 and 0.4 were taken near

entrance ports of the coolant. The exit ports are located in the

hottest area of the absorber, at the upper part of the absorber

0.7< x/L <1 . The operating conditions of this test were:

•Ambient solar flux* 854 W/m2.

-Working pressure - 19 atmospheres.

-Air flow rate - 0.0409 kg/sec.

-Air exit temperature - 1130°C.

-Receiver power output - 53 kW.
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Scries of tests at several flow and solar exposure

conditions are still being performed at the Weizmann Institute

Solar Tower.
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Fig. 19: Examples of Temperature
Distribution Over the
Absorber in an Actual
Test
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VIII. Conclusions
The volumetric solar receiver developed in cooperation

of NRCN and the Weiznunn Institute successfully
demonstrated high temperature, high pressure operation,
reaching pressures of 10 to 30 atm and air exit temperature
exceeding 1000°C. Simulation and analysis indicate that this
receiver could \y. scaled up to commercial capacity to serve as
a central receiver in a multi-megawatt solar plant based on
direct feeding of an advanced gas turbine. The same receiver .
at a power level of about lOOkW could also be used with a
parabolic concentrating dish to supply power to a Brayion
cycle. It could also be used for reforming of hydrocarbons.
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The Israel Atomic Energy Commission, IAEC, is

committed to apply the expertise gained at its

laboratories to the benefit of society.

In the following we present two examples of such

applications ofknowhow developed by lAEC researchers

and engineers in the field of radiation detection and

measurement.

The first example deals with an innovative technique

of detection of contraband explosives and drugs and the

second describes state of the art systems for

environmental radiation monitoring.

We hope to present other applications In future

reports.

Applications:
fHarnessing
Radioactivity

Introduction
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O^uclear
Resonance
Absorption

Method &
Applications to

Detection of
Contraband in
"Baggage, Cargo

and Vehicles

Mark B. Goldberg,
David Vartsky and

Gideon Engler

Abstract

Nuclear Resonance Absorption (NRA) has played a

prominent role in nuclear spcctroscopy for almost 5

decades", but found only few and marginal applications

outside the laboratory before 1985. In that year the situation

changed markedly when scientists from this laboratory

proposed2' to the Federal Aviation Administration (PAA) in

the U.S. to study its suitability for detecting explosives in

passenger baggage via nitrogen-specific radiographic imaging

(explosives, as a category, have inordinately high nitrogen

densities). Following a basic feasibility study*' and the First

laboratory demonstration of explosives detection in 1989, this

project has attained the stage of a pre-industrial prototype

that exhibited excellent performance characteristics in a 1993

blind test conducted by the FAA**. In terms of NRA

operational system concept, data taking methodology,

development of dedicated detectors 8t image analysis

algorithms, the Soreq group has made a major, if not

exclusive, contribution over the years7'4'.

Other utilizations of nitrogen-NRA, e.g., in the medical

context (in-vivo total-body and tissue-localized nitrogen

assaying) are currently under scrutiny, as well as feasibility

studies for NRA on other dements, notably carbon and oxygen,

primarily with the view to developing a system for detecting

narcotics concealed in cargo and vehicles. The future of this

field is contingent on the availability of compact, low-cost ion

accelerator!! capable of generating multi-mA particle beams,

needed to produce the resonant radiation via low-energy

nuclear reactions. The existence of nuclear levels with

favourable spectroscopic properties and the development of

resonant-response detectors for each individual element are

usually also of key importance. Thus, the outlook for NRA
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applications is (hat of potential deployment in a number of

important medical, security and industrial quality control

scenarios.

There is a worldwide need for non-invasive, non-destructive

inspection systems capable of revealing the presence of

contraband (e.g., explosives and drugs) in baggage, cargo and

vehicles. The principal techniques in the arena for detecting such

contraband rely mainly on determining physical shapes and sizes

(X-ray radiography), on adapting remote-sensing techniques

(e.g., vapour detection) and on seeking deviations from expected

overall elemental composition & stoichiometry (fast neutron

activation). In terms of the four principal performance

characteristics of field systems - high throughput rate, good

detection sensitivity, low false-alarm rates and low vulnerability

to counter-measures aimed at defeating detection - all these

methods fall substantially short of the operational requirements.

In contrast, one technique that is most promising in the

above respect is Nuclear Resonance Absorption (NRA), an

element-specific, highly-penetrating radiographic imaging

technique14'. It was initially proposed by scientists from Soreq

NRC to the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in the

context of detecting explosives in airline baggage via their high

nitrogen density2'. The FAA has sponsored and funded this

project starting from a basic feasibility study launched in 1987

together with Los Alamos National Labotatory (LANL) up to

the stage of constructing a partial field-prototype system at

Soreq. This system underwent extensive Wind tests in 1993 using

an RFQ accelerator at LANL and yielded highly encouraging

results41.

/. Introduction
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Indeed, since 1972 the FAA has sponsored and funded a

substantial R&D program on diverse techniques for detecting

concealed explosives. Apart from the performance

characteristics mentioned above, the application in the airport

environment calls for an inspection system that must be

nondestructive, non-invasive, automatic, poses no radiation

hazard and produces no remanent radioactivity. In contrast to

X-ray and neutron-based interrogation systems, NRA meets all

these requirements by virtue of being an ultra-low-dose

gamma-ray interrogation method that combines element-

specific radiography with high penetration and adequate (cm-

type) spatial resolution.

For a field-prototype, one would require a 1.75 MeV

proton accelerator capable of producing a 5 mA beam, in order

to generate the requisite resonant radiation via a nuclear

reaction. Present-day accelerator capabilities fall short by a

factor of -5 in beam intensity. The development of a compact,

robust, muIti-mA proton accelerator is thus the major technical

hurdle yet to be surmounted before a deployable explosives

detection system based on nitrogen-NRA can be built.

//. Description of the
NRA Method for
Explosives Detection With few exceptions, explosives contain nitrogen either in

organic form or as nitrate salts. The relatively high nitrogen

density of most explosives can be exploited as a means of

distinguishing them from a host of other commonly-transported

materials. Thus, the NRA method for detecting explosives can

be regarded as nitrogen-specific resonant radiography.
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Benign

N-rlch

Material*

Explosives

Substance

ORLON
WOOL

CHEESE
MEAT

LEATHER
MELAMINE

TNT
PETN

C4
RDX

DETASHEET
DYNAMITE 40%

Density («/cc)

0.3
0.2
1.0
1.0
0.9
1.0

1.65
1.73
1.68
1.82
1.47
1.25

N Density (R/CC)

0.08
0.02
0.07
0.06
0.09
0.67

0.31
0.31
0.57
0.69
0.37
0.25

Table I; Bulk & nitrogen densities
of various substances

From this table it is evident that, with the exception of

melamine, the nitrogen density of all non-explosives listed is 3-8

times lower than that of explosives.

Physical Principles of NRA
In NRA the nucleus '^N is raised to an excited state by

absorbing an incident photon. The cross section for excitation of

a nucleus to an excited state E* by absorption of a photon with

energy E has a resonance behavior

where: T r is the total energy width of the level.

F, is the partial width for the direct gamma ray transition to the

ground state.

X is the reduced wavelength corresponding to E«.
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r 27,+1
g ts a statistical spin factor g B

2(2J O

and JE, Ja are the total angular momenta of the excited and

ground nuclear state, respectively.

In MN, at excitations above the proton separation energy

of 7.55 MeV, the nucleus can decay either by emission of a

gamma ray or decomposition into I3C + proton. The cross

sections for such reactions are, respectively:

r r
-?- and aT = ou,(E)-?-
lr lr

where Vp is the partial decay width for protons.

Gamma radiation at 9.17 MeV energy can be resonantly

absorbed by MN nuclei with a high cross section (Omax ~ 2

barns). Such radiation is produced with a proton beam from an

accelerator via the IJC + p capture resonance at Ep - 1.75 MeV

by excited >4N nuclei decaying in flight. Resonant flux at 9.17

MeV is then obtained on the periphery of a cone with polar

angle 0*80.7° to the proton beam, at which the Doppler shift

component compensates for nuclear recoil energy losses in both

emission and absorption of the gamma rays (see Fig. 1).

Detector arrays for scanning items to be inspected can be built

in quadrants of the resonant flux cone around the "C target.
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NITROGEN - SPECIFIC RADIOGRAPHIC IMAGING

I3C target

1.75 MeV proton beam

at proton capture resonance

14
N* recoils

9.17 MeV gamma rays
emitted In flight

"On resonance"
observation angle

Dopplers
(emu
_ _ ihifls2 * nuclear recoil
(emission, absorption)

Resonant flux
is attenuated

9.17 MeV

Fig. I. Configuration of the
conical beam employed for
NRA in "N.
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Radiographfc Imaging with

NRA
In NRA transmission imaging, the inspected object is

scanned by a beam of gamma rays, a fraction of which

represent on-resonance flux that is capable of being absorbed

by specific nuclei. In addition to the familiar atomic processes

that attenuate the flux transmitted, these gamma rays will

undergo an additional, nuclear component of attenuation that

is proportional to the line-integrated areal density of these

nuclei (and the element associated with them) in the line-of-

sight from source to detector (Pig. 1). By measuring the

transmission flux at energies on and off resonance and

normalizing appropriately, both the non-resonant (integral-

absorber) and net resonant (element-specific) components of

attenuation can be extracted.

In the case of nitrogen-NRA for explosives detection,

radiographic scanning can be effected by transporting the

baggage across the resonant flux cone, much as in a regular

X-ray system that employs a collimated fan beam. Thus, by

making use of data obtained on and off resonance (see also

following sections), it is inherently possible to generate both

conventional 9.17 MeV radiograms (as with X-rays) and

"Nitrograms", which respectively represent the distributions

of bulk and nitrogen areal density encountered by the gamma

beam. They are obtained in identical geometry.

By taking a large set of projected images with an

appropriate detector array, full tomography can be performed

with NRA, thereby yielding the complete spatial distribution

of the element in question within the interrogated object.

Multi-elemental imaging can also be performed by

choosing appropriate gamma-ray beam energies and
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developing resonant-response detectors (see section 2.4) for

each element.

In the radiography sense, NRA is thus a full imaging

technique with elemental specificity. Where nitrogen-NRA is

concerned, capability for detecting the small quantities of

explosive present in a modem, state-of-the-art bomb has

already been proven4'.

An ideal gamma-ray source for nitrogen-NRA would be

one which emits photons that are all concentrated in an energy

interval of the order of the level width around the 9.17 MeV
I4N resonance, so that all of them undergo resonant attenuation

if the object inspected contains a nitrogenous material. The

total width of the 9.17 MeV level in MN has been determined

by several research groups12*"'. The most recent measurement

is that of the Soreq/LANL collaboration, who determined a

value of rV-122±8eV3).

It turns out that the 7-ray source closest to ideal is the

deexcitation spectrum of the excited I4N* 9.17 MeV level

following proton capture by I3C (see above). In practice, the

resonant photons are emitted with axial symmetry relative to

the proton beam, fonning an angular cone of halfwidth A8~O.7°

centered around 6-80.7°. This width is a convolution

representing the intrinsic level width of A6nucr-0'25° and an

extra-nuclear broadening effect of as yet unknown origin.

Sources of Resonant Radiation

In order to construct such a source for an operational

facility in the aviation-security/baggage-tnspection/'explosives-

detection scenario, one requires a proton accelerator capable of
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Table 2: Gamma rays observed
with I3C pellet target

delivering a proton beam with a current of several mA to a I3C

target. The target must satisfy the following criteria:

• It must contain a "C layer thick enough to integrate

the proton capture resonance yield over all proton energies

present in the beam.

• It must provide non-resonant flux at energies close

to the 9.17 MeV resonant photons. This flux must be

sufficiently intense to permit determination of the non-resonant

component of attenuation, concomitantly with that of the total

attenuation.

• AH target components must show long-term time

stability under mA beam power.

After having gone through a number of experimental

iterations, Soreq now uses a thick I3C pellet target8* as a source

of resonant and non-resonant radiation. Such a target exhibits

the integral yield of all nuclear reactions of p + "C from the

initial bombarding energy down to threshold. The gamma rays

emanate exclusively from resonances in the proton capture

reaction at different beam energies.

When bombarding the pellet at an energy just above the

1.75 MeV resonance that produces the 9.17 MeV gamma-rays,

the following radiations are observed:

Photon Energy

9.17 MeV

8.06 MeV

Relative intensity

1.0

0.57

Continuum y-rays 7.5-9 MeV 0.35
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This target manifests the required stability under

sustained bombardment with high intensity proton beams, due

to the fact that graphite is a rather good heat conductor and

maintains a low vapour pressure up to very high temperatures.

As mentioned above, the gamma-ray source described in

the previous section has an emission spectrum that is -400 eV

broad in energy (-0.7° in angle), or a factor of - 3 broader than

the natural width of the level. Thus, only a fraction of these

photons undergo resonant absorption in the inspected object.

In order to select efficiently the resonant photons out of

the transmitted fraction of the radiation, Soreq has developed

resonant-response detectors that are selectively sensitive to

photons in the 9.17 MeV ±120 eV interval. The detectors

developed here are based on liquid scintillators that contain a

nitrogen-rich cocktail, in which the incident photons react

resonantly with nitrogen via the (Y.p) reaction. The resulting

internally-produced 1.5 MeV proton events can be

distinguished from the numerous electrons and positrons

produced by all gammas via pulse shape discrimination (PSD),

i.e., the difference in scintillation decay time properties, which

can be translated by an appropriate analogue electronic circuit

to time peaks that are separated by -15 ns.

Counting the proton signal provides a measure of the total

transmission attenuation (resonant and non-resonant). The non-

resonant attenuation is determined by counting the electron

signal simultaneously. The net resonant attenuation, which forms

the "nitrogram", is extracted from these two quantities.

Resonant-response detectors maximize contrast

Resonant Detector Array
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sensitivity, thereby favouring the detection of small quantitiesof

explosives. This type of detector is also free of normalization

and target stability problems. Its main shortcoming is low

efficiency, since it has hitherto proved impossible to introduce

more than ~30% nitrogen (weight per weight) into the active

medium without impairing PSD performance by scintillation

quenching. Increasing the density of the nitrogenous medium

and improving the intrinsic PSD resolution of the scintillator

would also be beneficial for the application.

The detector array developed at Soreq consists of 61

resonant detectors and is located inside a light-tight enclosure.

A collimator positioned between the target and the inspected

object reduces the dose to the latter and inhibits scattered

radiation from reaching the detectors.

Detection Experiments
The ability of the system to detect simulated explosives

was demonstrated in a feasibility study performed in 1989

using the Dynamitron accelerator at the University of

Birmingham, England. Fig. 2 shows the image of a simple

bulk explosive simulant, whereas Figs. 3 and 4 show a

suitcase containing various benign nitrogenous items such as

clothing and food, to which explosives simulants of various

forms were added. The columns show three radiographic

views taken from the front, side and top of the object. The

upper row displays conventional (non-resonant attenuation)

radiograms. The middle row shows the "nitrograms" (net

resonant attenuation). The bottom row exhibits processed

nitrograms showing thresholded binary information. The data

from these three views is fed into a reconstruction algorithm

which determines nitrogen density distribution within the

detected object9*.
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In Fig. 2, the image of the dynamite sticks is visible in

both the gammagrams and the nitrograms in all three

projections. However, in the gammagrams one sees also the

outline of the suitcase + other, non-nitrogenous objects. In the

nitrogram, the only other features visible ure pixel noise,

reflecting the statistical fluctuations on the total number of

counts, which was -200 at full transmission. In the filtered and

thresholded nitrogram, an outline of the projected image of the

explosive is clearly visible in all three views.

The experiments whose results are depicted in Figs. 3,4

were attempts to learn whether the large amount of diffuse

nitrogen present in some foodstuffs and clothing items would

give rise to false alarms (apparent explosives) or mask the

presence of real explosives. In both these figures, all the objects

are visible in the gammagrams, but in the nitrograms and

filtercd/thresholded data (row 3) all items apart from the

explosives disappear, except in one projection ("side" view of

Fig. 3 and "top" view of Fig. 4). However, since the data in all

projections is correlated (the total, image-integrated nitrogen

areal density is independent of projection orientation), the diffuse

nitrogen signal can be effectively eliminated as appearing in only

one view. One is only left with the clearly detected bulk (Fig.3 )

and sheet (Fig.4) explosives.

These results conclusively confirm the expectation that,

with cm spatial resolution, all ambiguities between compact,

dense nitrogenous objects (explosives) and voluminous, diffuse

ones (food, clothing) can be successfully resolved. This augurs

extremely well for the false alarm figure-of-merit of an

operational NRA explosives detection system.
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Recently, an eminently successful blind lest was

conducted by the FAA on the Sorcq inspection system using a

LANL RFQ accelerator4'. These data are still classified as

constituting information outside the public domain and are

therefore not presented.

Fiff. 2: Three radlographlc views of
a sultcaie holding 3 slicks of
dynamite simulant

3 Sticks of Dynamite Simulant
(6(K) gr)

NRA - Radiograms

Image-Processed
NHrogm
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Suitcase with Food, Clothes & Explosive
(900 gr Semtex Bulk Simulant)

Fig. 3: Three radiographlc views

of a suitcase containing

food +• clothing (total

nitrogen content equlv.*

2.5 kg Semtex), with I kg

Semtex bulk simulant

NRA - Radiograms

Views

Front Side

Ganunagram

Nitrogram

Image-Processed
Nitrogram •

Top
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Fig. 4: Three radiagraphk views
of same suitcase
containing food +
clothing together with 4
thin sheets of Semtex
simulant placed on the
upper lid

Suitcase with Food, Clothes & Explosive
(600 gr Semtex Sheet Simulant)

Gammagram

NRA - Radiograms

Views

Front Side Top

Nitrogram

Image-Processed
Nitrogram
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The above-mentioned nilrogen-NRA explosive*

detection prototype consists of: resonant gamma detection

hardware and software, a baggage inspection module holding

up to four standard-size suitcases and computerized motion

control for performing multi-view rudiographic imaging. An

ion accelerator is needed to produce the 1.75 McV proton

beam thai, in turn, generates (he requisite 9.17 McV resonant

gamma rays via a nuclear reaction. The NRA system is at

present installed at the Van dc Graaff accelerator laboratory

of the Wcizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel. For a

field-prototype, one would require a high-current accelerator

capable of producing a 5 mA beam. Present-day accelerator

capability falls short by a factor of ~5 in beam intensity.

Development of a compact, multi-mA proton accelerator is

thus the major technical hurdle yet to be surmounted before a

deployable NRA explosives detection system can be built.

Due to overall FAA R&D budget cuts, Soreq is seeking new

partners for bringing the NRA method to maturity, in view of

its proven potential and the persistence of the terrorist threat

to international civil aviation.

///. Present Project
Status

Explosives

Narcotics
In a recent theoretical study, Soreq collaborated with

Science Research Laboratory (SRL) of Somerville. MA in

showing that NRA has distinct potential for detecting

narcotics concealed in baggage, cargo and vehicles10'.

Specifically, the detection of - 10 kg quantities of narcotics

contraband in loaded full-size marine containers appears

achievable. The detection is based on measuring the

carbon/oxygen ratio, which is known to constitute an

adequately specific signature for narcotics'" (see Fig. 5).
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0.700

0.MO

0JO0

0.M0

OJOO

OJOO

0.100

Soreq/SRL have shown10' that there are favourable levels for

NRA in "C (at 4.43 MeV) and in (6O (a doublet at 6.92 and

7.11 MeV), that are populated in the (p,a-y) reaction on I5N

and "F, respectively. A computer simulation of the C/O ratio

image for cocaine concealed in a container full of sugar is

shown in Pig. 6. For the inspection times to be less than 15

minutes per container, - S mA of protons are needed, but the

proton energy must be higher than for explosives detection,

-3.5 MeV, Further feasibility tests are required before a full

prototype is built. To fund the continuation of this RAD

program, new grant applications in Israel and the U.S. have

been submitted.
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stoichtometry for benign
organic substances A
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RESONANT TRANSMISSION IMAGES (RAW "DATA)

I2C (4.43 MeV) '*O(6.92+7.12 MeV)

STAGES IN DRUG DETECTION IMAGE PROCESSING
l)C-0 Difference Map Relative to Pure Sugar Contents

2) Smoothed Difference Map (SDM) 3) Same SDM, Threshotded

Fig. 6: Computer simulation of
NRA CIO transmission
ratio image of four 6 kg
cocaine lumps concealed
within sugar cargo stacked
to 130 metres height
(radiographed from above).

The NRA method provides a powerful technique for

detecting small quantities of nitrogenous explosives even if they

are placed within a suitcase containing much larger quantities of

nitrogen from benign objects. This is possible due to its good

spatial resolution and the use of resonant-response detectors that

maximize nitrogram contrast sensitivity. The high energy

gamma-rays are highly penetrating, so that the method can be

used for inspection of large and dense objects.

IV. Summary
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A major advantage of NRA over neutron-based activation

methods is superior spatial resolution. This primarily reflects

the fact that transmission imaging is a finer spatial probe than

the single-photon-emission tomography employed there. Other

important advantages of the NRA method over the alternative

methods are its inherent invulnerability to shielding

countermeasures and complete absence of induced

radioactivity. Furthermore, the radiation dose delivered to the

inspected object with NRA in explosives detection is well

below 0.1 mrad per scan, at least an order-of-magnitude lower

than any other radiation-based method in the arena today.

Also, no remanent activity whatsoever is created.

For operational deployment of NRA-based inspection

systems a high-current, low energy proton accelerator is needed

to produce the resonant radiation. This item requires some

further development, but should be well within the reach of

present-day accelerator expertise. An operational NRA system

for any of the above-mentioned inspection scenarios will

require a S mA proton beam at 1.75 MeV (explosives

detection) or at -3.5 MeV (narcotics detection). Element-

specific NRA systems also require judicious choice of the

nuclear level, the reaction that populates it, a detector variant

that ensures resonant response and an inspection geometry that

uses the resonant flux available in an optimal fashion.

Since NRA systems are inherently costly and large, their

future is envisaged primarily in cargo and vehicle inspection,

where the high radiation penetrability is fully brought into play.

The prospect of developing an NRA system for detecting drugs

concealed in marine containers accords a high priority to this

R&D activity.
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The other part of the present story deuls with continuous

surveillance of the environment for the determination of

ionizing radiation background. Ionizing rudiution. resulting

from cosmic radiation und from natural radioactivity in the

earth crus und in the atmosphere is constantly present at

varying levels in our environment.

Continuous measurement of background radiation levels

enables an early and timely detection of anomalous increases

due, for example, to excessive incidental releases of

radioactive material from nearby as well as distant installations

and facilities. Researchers at the Nuclear Research Center -

Negev (NRCN) have developed sophisticated yet easy to use

systems, designed for automated round the clock environmental

monitoring of ionizing radiation levels, and storge the data in

readily accessible form.

Monitoring
of Ionizing
Radiation

T. Mazor and N. Tal

The heart of the system is the ENVIRAM BIO

Radiation Monitor, shown on Fig. I.

/. The Enviram System

Fig. I: The ENVIRAM BIO
radiation monitor
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The ENV1RAM BIO was designed to operate as a

stand alone instrument, or as a component in a network of

ENVIRAM BIO units, linked to a Communication and

Control Center.

The ENVIRAM can accommodate a variety of

detectors, but is normally used with the very wide range

Geiger-Muller WR-20 probe covering dose rates from 0.01

uSv/h to I Sv/h (I^tR/h - lOOR/h), with u flat energy

response from 60 to 1300 keV.

In a stand alone mode the ENVIRAM monitor allows

continuous measurement and reporting of gamma radiation

dose rates and of accumulated exposures, and provides a

visual and audible alarm signal whenever a user-selected

preset radiation level is exceeded.

The unit incorporates rechargeable battery backups

for uninterrupted operation is cases of power failure.

In a network several ENVIRAM units are connected

via telephone lines and digital communications hardware and

software to a central Communications and Control Center.

The arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 2.

The local data logging unit (Front End Processor - FEP)

attached to each ENVIRAM monitor in the network is used

for interim storage of the data. Communication with

individual units is initiated, at user selected intervals, by the

Control Center.
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However, in case of malfunction or radiation alarm, the

FEP initiates immediate communication and sends an

appropriate message to the Control Center. In cases of

communication breakdowns, data can be stored in the FEP for

up to 24 hours, for later retrieval and processing.

PUBLIC I
TELEPHONE
NETWORKJ

DETECTOR0

PUBLIC
TELEPHONE
NETWORK

Fig. 2: Schematic ofENVIRAM
network monitoring
system.

Main
Control
Center

ENVIRAM
BW

ENVIRAM
B10

ENVIRAM
B10

ENVIRAM
BIO

ENVIRAM
BIO

ENVIRAM
BIO

Fig. 3: Schematic of a large scale
ENVIRAM network
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All local detector and monitor parameters are remotely

accessible and can be controlled, set and reset from the

control center.

As a unique option, the system can automatically

initiate communication with and transmit alarm messages to a

personal paging unit carried by a designated duty officer.

In extended stacked architecture modes, shown in

Fig.3, up to eight regional control centers, each incorporating

up to 128 monitoring stations, can be connected to and

controlled by a single Main Control Center, and serve as a

backbone of central or national radiation monitoring

networks.

//. The Smarts System
Continuous surveillance is an important aspect of

monitoring ionizing radiation. In and around nuclear plants,

for example, there is an interest in long term records of

radiation levels at well defined locations such as laboratories,

offices, workshops and other routinely occupied areas, or

around major pieces of equipment If would thus be

advantegous to have a device capable of giving an automatic

and accurate identification of the location where the radiation

level was measured. The SMARTS (Survey Mapping

Automatic Radiation Tracking System) has been developed to

give radiation protection personnel the means to generate,

store and modify survey maps of facilities using ionizing

radiation such as nuclear power plants, research institutes

and hospitals. A battery-operated portable monitor enables an

operator to conduct accurate measurements of ionizing

radiation levels, at reproducible locations identified by a bar

code system. The data is recorded and later
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downloaded into a personal computer, stored in files,

correlated with specific survey maps and displayed in

convenient formats, as a function of location and time.

The instrument is depicted in Pig.4 and examples of

available displays are shown in Fig. 5.

The ENVIRAM and SMARTS systems are produced

commercially and marketed world-wide by Rotem Industries

Ltd.

Fig 4. The SMARTS monitor

Fig.5(a): Radiation level sun y
map around a pump
installation
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Fig. Mb): Time evolution of
radiation levels
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